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DiceBet is a decentralized dividend gaming platform based on the 

Tron.Network blockchain. supported by blockchain technology and the Tron 

ecosystem, DiceBet is a fair, secure, transparent, and high-performance 

dividend-based gaming platform. The players do not need to worry about the 

fairness, security, and stability of the games when they’re enjoying the 

exciting games on DiceBet. DiceBet also distributes the profit gained on the 

platform among the holders of BET, the platform token. This allows the 

community to share in the profit gained by the platform.community to share in the profit gained by the platform.

Summary

1. Size of Online Gambling Market

Online gambling primarily consists of poker, casino games (the online version 

of the offline traditional casino games), sports betting, bingo, and lottery. 

Reports show that the size of the online gambling market is expected to 

reach $52 billion by 2018 and nearly $60 billion by 2020.

I. Analysis of Online Gambling Market



2. Deficiency of Current Online Gaming platforms 

CurrentCurrent online gaming platforms, just like traditional casinos, are still 

organized in a centralized manner. This centralization, and the fact that online 

gaming platforms do not share the features of those offline casinos, bring 

different deficiencies to online platforms: the players’ rights and interests are 

sometimes not protected; online platforms are limited from large-scale 

development. 

 (1) Difficulty in Cashing Out 

InIn order to keep the players’ funds on their platform, online gaming platforms 

usually set high redeeming/handling charge, withdrawal limits, etc.. This 

makes it difficult for the players to withdraw their money compared to how 

easily it can be deposited.

 (2) Unable to Verify Fairness or even Fraud

OnlineOnline gaming platforms usually can't prove their fairness and are often not 

transparent. Players often deal with a ‘black box’. Centralized organization 

allows the platform to adjust rate of winning, check the players’ cards, and 

even choose the winner directly. Many online gaming platforms have already 

been exposed for cheating.

 (3) Insecurity of Platforms

ManyMany online gaming platforms are not legitimately licensed and could be shut 

down by regulators at any time. In addition, online gaming platforms are also 

at risk of being hacked. The customers' funds on the platform and their 

personal information are also in danger.

 (4) Privacy Not Protected 



Online gaming platforms usually require players to create accounts and 

submit personal information, including real names, bank accounts, passports, 

etc.. This process is very cumbersome, and when the platform is attacked, 

their personal information can also easily be leaked.

3. The Pros of Blockchain Gaming platform 

OnOn the one hand, a blockchain gaming platform has its advantages compared 

to a physical casino. It allows players to play without stepping out of their 

houses, anytime, anywhere. On the other hand, by the nature of 

decentralization,  Blockchain technology can improve the above-mentioned 

four shortcomings caused by the centralized organization of online gaming 

platforms.

(1) Using Cryptocurrencies to bet 

ByBy deploying smart contracts, a Blockchain gaming platforms allow players to 

place bet using cryptocurrencies (such as Ethereum, EOS, TRON...) directly. 

The player’s money is always in his/her personal crypto wallet, which means 

there is no need to withdraw.

DiceBetDiceBet allows players to simply use TRX and BET,  the token issued by 

DiceBet, , to place bets. With smart contracts, players can use TRON wallets 

to directly place bets, and their bet rewards will also go directly to their TRON 

wallets.

 (2) Verifiable Transparency and Fairness 

WhenWhen it comes to platform transparency, the gambling records of all players 

on the blockchain gaming platform can be found on the blockchain, and the 

records cannot be tampered with. What’s more, blockchain technology can 

make fairness verifiable. This allows players to ensure that all of their bet-
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ting results are fair.

All games on DiceBet are transparent and the fairness is verifiable. The 

platform shall provide fairness verification tools in a timely manner and 

instruct players on how to verify their results.

 (3) Crypto Wallet Log-In

TheThe blockchain gaming platforms do not ask players to create accounts. 

Players can log in the platform directly with their crypto wallets and start to 

play. Crypto wallet technology allows customers to keep all of their assets 

and personal information in their local browser and devices, meaning they 

don’t risk having their information leaked or assets stolen. 

DiceBetDiceBet also allows players to directly play on the platform with their TRON 

wallets. Players do not need to submit any information, allowing them to 

remain completely anonymous. At the same time, the DiceBet development 

team is very experienced and is capable of ensuring the security and stability 

of the platform.

Overall, a blockchain-based gaming platform can achieve decentralization 

and effectively solve many of the problems within online gaming platforms.
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II. Why Choose TRON 

BlockchainBlockchain gaming platforms are commercial applications. Based on the 

demand of blockchain gaming platforms, we first conducted a feasibility 

study and narrowed down the scope of public chains to Ethereum, EOS, and 

TRON. They allow the operation of smart contracts and they meet the needs 

of our gaming platform. (After TRON announced the launch of its virtual 

machine in late August, we decided to include TRON in our study). We then 

looked into the pros and cons of these three public chains, based on our 

needs, we eventually decided to deploy our gaming platform on TRON.needs, we eventually decided to deploy our gaming platform on TRON.

1. Blockchain Gambling’s Needs for Public Chains

 (1) Performance of Mainnet 

The selected blockchain must have a high rate of transactions per second 

(TPS) and low failure rate. A high-performance main network can improve 

players’ experience on the platform, as it allows players to log in the platform 

any time to play continuously and receive betting results and rewards rapidly. 

It also allows a large number of players to play at the same time. A 

high-performance mainnet can also increase the trading volume and profit 

for the platform.

 (2) Mainnet Transaction Fee  (2) Mainnet Transaction Fee 



The transaction fee on the mainnet should be low enough, as a low 

transaction fee allows the platform to set a higher return rate for the players 

while maintaining a certain profit rate. A high mainnet transaction fee greatly 

discourages players’ from playing on the platform. What’s more, the possible 

profit for the players is considerably reduced when the bet amount is small. 

As it’s a dividend-based gaming platform that relies on trading volume, we 

must take transaction fee into consideration when calculating costs.

 (3) Coin Holders and Community Administration   (3) Coin Holders and Community Administration  

CoinCoin holders are potential customers of the gaming platform and the 

community is an effective organization of players. The more the coin holders 

are and the more dispersed they are, the more active the community is and 

the stronger the organization is, there will be more active users in the 

community. In this case, the platform is more likely to attract more players in 

a short time period. These players help further promote the platform in the 

community as well.

 (4) Entry Barriers for Players (4) Entry Barriers for Players

Blockchain gaming platforms’ entry barriers for players depend mainly on the 

difficulty of creating an account, and the mainnet’s cost of learning and use. 

High entry barriers are not conducive to attracting new players from outside 

of the community. 

 (5) Infrastructure 

ImprovingImproving public chain infrastructure (wallets, exchanges, blockchain 

browsers, etc.) helps the platform grow faster, such as facilitating the 

circulation of tokens, and helping players enter the platform and query 

platform data.



（6）The Number of Existing Applications (Especially for Gaming Platforms) 

TheThe number of existing applications and gaming platforms shows the 

popularity of public chain application development as well as the fierce 

competition with applications of the same type. Our observation indicates 

that homogeneous competitions are common among blockchain gaming 

platforms, such as homogenized games, interfaces, token incentives and 

operational modes.
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We eventually chose TRON for three main reasons. 

 (1) Mainnet Performance and Transaction Fee (TRON and EOS>>Ethereum)

TheThe TPS of TRON and EOS are both much higher than Ethereum. EOS does 

not require transaction fee and TRON’s transaction fee is extremely low. The 

mainnet’s transaction per second (TPS) and transaction fee have a significant 

impact on the gambling experience and the platform’s transaction cost. This 

is why after EOS mainnet went online, many developers chose to deploy their 

gaming platforms on EOS. They have successfully attracted lots of 

community players. It can be noted that the gambling application boom has 

gonegone from Ethereum to EOS. Blocktivity’s data shows that EOS now has the 

highest trading volume. Thus, we first ruled out Ethereum.

 (2) EOS Entry Barrier is High

EOS requires users to pay to create accounts. Users also need to learn about 

CPU, NET, and RAM in order to use the service without difficulty. 



If not, the EOS account often malfunctions because of the lack of CPU 

resources. So far, the EOS mainnet has seen, for multiple times, serious 

malfunctions of many EOS account by lacking CPU resources. BM explained 

that the CPU resource issue can be resolved completely by a hard fork.

AsAs to TRON, users do not need to pay to open accounts. Although TRON also 

comes with the concepts of Energy, Net, and Ram, it has integrated different 

resources and it allows users to trade for free for a few times every day. 

Users can receive a certain amount of resources to trade more when they 

stake TRX. If there are not enough TRX staked by the user, the user’s TRX will 

be deducted directly, but this will not stop them from continuing with the 

game. This mechanism greatly lowers TRON’s learning cost. The platform can 

stake TRX for players, allowing them to play without being disturbed. stake TRX for players, allowing them to play without being disturbed. 

 (3) Fierce Competition between EOS Gaming Platforms

There are currently 13 gaming platforms on EOS mainnet with a daily trading 

volume of over 1000 EOS. These platforms are highly homogeneous as well. 

EOS’s infrastructure is more mature than that of TRON, which facilitates the 

development of the platform. EOS’s community is also more active than 

TRON’s, which is why EOS has more potential users. However, we believe 

that, compared to EOS, TRON mainnet needs well-made applications to 

activate its community more. In this way, more and more TRX holders can use 

TRONTRON mainnet and ultimately turn TRON into an active mainnet that serves 

and creates value for these holders. In addition, with DiceBet as a commercial 

application, choosing an EOS mainnet to compete with numerous other 

existing platforms is not a wise choice.

Based on the above-mentioned reason (2) and (3), we eventually ruled out 

EOS and chose to deploy DiceBet on TRON. We believe that our develop-



ment team and operation team can overcome the difficulty they will encounter 

during the initial phase of TRON’s mainnet launch, which is primarily its weak 

infrastructure. Our team will make full use of TRON’s comparative 

advantages and turn DiceBet into a platform that shares growth and develop 

together with TRON community.

III. DiceBet Platform Introduction 

TheThe games on the platform attract more players and encourage retention. 

Based on the players and games, DiceBet has designed the following 

functions:

1. Various Types of Games

DiceBetDiceBet will be launching a variety of different games. The first game on the 

platform is a classic dice game, which will be launched along with DiceBet 

platform. We will release additional newer games according to the progress 

of development and the popularity of the existing platform games. The 

DiceBet development team is extremely experienced and is capable of 

releasing 2 to 3 new games every month.

2. Support Multiple Tokens 

TheThe DiceBet platform will support TRX and all tokens on Tron.Network, 

including DiceBet's own token BET. Players can choose whichever token they 

prefer when placing their bet. DiceBet would like to assist players in using 

their tokens from Tron.Network as much as possible, and encourage more 

token holders to use Tron.Network and build up TRON’s community.

3. Betting Rewards

Players who bet with TRX on DiceBet will receive platform token BET. BET 



is the platform's dividend certificate. See Chapter 4 “Platform Tokens” for 

more details.

4. Lucky Draw

The DiceBet platform will set up lucky draws. Every player on the platform can 

draw for free. The jackpot is 10,000 TRX. Lucky draws help attract new 

players and also build loyalty among old players, which maintains the 

popularity of the platform.

5.VIP5.VIP

DiceBet will release VIP functions and VIP will be rewarded to the loyal players 

as a bonus. We believe loyal players sustain trading volume and bring profits 

to DiceBet. VIP setups help to retain loyalty.

AllAll new and old players can become VIP after placing a certain volume of bets. 

The greater the total bet is, the higher the VIP level is. Players with higher VIP 

levels enjoy higher return rates and more free resources from the platform to 

play. DiceBet will provide VIP customers with more benefits in the future.

6. Leaderboardt

TheThe DiceBet platform will design a leaderbord to present the biggest 

contributors on the platform. The leaderboard can encourage players, 

especially top players, to place more bets in order to be ranked higher. 

7. Referral Bonus 

We encourage players to recommend and promote DiceBet in the community, 

so that more people can enjoy the exciting games on DiceBet. To share the 

growth of DiceBet, players can place bets through invitation links and 



those inviters will receive a certain amount of the bet as referral bonus.

8. Events 

From time to time, we will organize a variety of exciting events to give TRX 

back to the players, which retains the player's interests in DiceBet.

InIn addition, DiceBet will continue to develop additional functions for the 

platform according to the players’ needs. We will also launch more new 

games and new ways to play to attract more TRON community players to bet 

on the platform.

IV. Platform Token – BET

BasedBased on TRC20, BET is issued on the DiceBet platform. BET has a total 

supply of 20 billion and shall not be issued any more. BET is the only 

certificate for TRON community to get the dividend from the platform.

1. Distribution of Tokens

Distribution of Tokens(20 billion in total)

Betting Rewards-50%

Team Incentives-10%

Promotion Plan-10%

Token Sales-20%

Initial Cost-10%



(1) Betting Rewards (50%)

We will distribute half of the tokens issued (10 billion BET) among the players 

as betting rewards. The betting reward is also a “bet mining” mechanism, 

which is based entirely on the “workload principle”. The more you bet, the 

more token rewards you receive. This encourages players to place more bets 

on the platform and creates greater profits. 

TheThe betting rewarding tokens are released in 7 stages and the betting rewards 

will be reduced as the stage progresses. Initially, the rewards are given out at 

a rate of 1:1, that is, when a player bets with 1 TRX, he gets 1 BET as a reward 

regardless of the result.

 (2) Token Sales (20%) 

After the dice game is launched and the platform starts to run smoothly, we 

will start to sell tokens externally. We plan to sell 4 billion BET in total with a 

price 100BET for 1TRX. The TRX raised in this round will mainly be used to 
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2 billion

2 billion
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2:1

4:1

8:1
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2 billion 
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40 billion

Rate Bet required for this stage

（TRX）
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expand the bankroll, develop new games, and serve as collateral for more 

resources. The remaining will be used for platform operational and marketing 

expenses.

If not all of the tokens are sold, the remaining will be given partly to the bonus 

pool of the current stage, and partly as the team incentives in the proportion 

of 5:1.

 (3) Promotion Plan (10%)

TheThe promotion plan totals 2 billion BET and serves mainly as marketing 

incentives, such as initial token airdrops and registration rewards. It also 

impacts token-related platform events and invitation rewards, etc. 

 (4) Team Incentives (10%)

The team incentives are worth 2 billion BET tokens. For every 5 tokens issued 

as betting rewards, 1 token will be issued to the team. These tokens can be 

used to receive dividends.

 (5) Initial Cost (10%) (5) Initial Cost (10%)

The initial cost is mainly used to build the platform's BET bankroll and its 

reserve in the early stage. These tokens are not to be used for dividends. We 

will also use these tokens to exchange resources with partners in order to 

further promote BET in various scenarios.

2. Arrangement of Lock Position Dividend 

DiceBetDiceBet will fulfill its dividend commitment, and the profits generated on the 

platform throughout the operation cycle will be distributed. We will begin 

distribution as soon as possible after the token sales are over.



 (1) Platform Profits Distribution 

For each profit calculating cycle, if the number of chips in the bankroll by the 

end of the cycle is larger than the initial number of chips in the bankroll (the 

chips are tokens supported by the platform, including TRX, BET and other 

tokens that may be supported in the future) we would believe that profits are 

generated during this cycle and we need to distribute the profits. If the 

number of chips in the bankroll by the end of the cycle is smaller than the 

initial number of chips in the bankroll, no profit is generated during this cycle. 

Hence, distribution is not needed. The calculation extends to the next cycle. Hence, distribution is not needed. The calculation extends to the next cycle. 

If platform profit is generated in the current cycle, 50% of it shall be in the 

dividend pool and distributed to BET holders. Another 30% of it stays in the 

bankroll to increase the bankroll and to raise the betting cap, attracting more 

top players. The remaining 20% is to make up for the platforms daily 

Platform Profits Distribution

Increase Bankroll, 30%

Operation Cost, 20%

Platform Dividend, 50%



resource consumption, marketing expense, server expense, and labour 

expense, etc.

 (2) Lock Position Dividend Mechanism 

ExceptExcept for the tokens that initially needed to build BET bankroll, all the BET 

can be traded and circulated once they are issued. The tokens held by players 

and the team can receive platform dividends only after they have gone 

through the lock position. Tokens are to be locked for 24 hours then they will 

be unlocked for exchange. The lock position dividend mechanism encourages 

BET holders to keep their tokens instead of speculating.

V. Roadmap

2018.10

Developing games and platform

Writing White Paper2018.11

2018.12
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Launching lock position 

dividend mechanism 

Releasing new games



VI. Laws and Disclaimer

Anyone under the age of 18 is prohibited from playing any game on the 

platform. Participation in games may lead to financial loss and the players are 

responsible for any possible risks. Players are advised not to spend more than 

they can afford to lose within the games. 

DiceBetDiceBet involves cryptocurrencies and token sales. When participating in 

token sales and platform games, players must take their local laws and 

regulations into consideration and avoid violation.

We do not make any form of commitment, nor guarantee of the intrinsic value 

and appreciation of our token BET. Token BET is not a part of the equity or 

ownership of the DiceBet platform.


